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Trends in Funding for Dissertation Field
Research:Why Do Political Science and
Sociology StudentsWin So Few Awards?
RinaAgarwala, Johns Hopkins University
Emmanuel Teitelbaum, GeorgeWashington University
ABSTRACT Despite the size and growth of political science and sociology relative to other
disciplines, political science and sociology graduate students have received a declining
share of funding for dissertation ﬁeld research in recent years. Speciﬁcally, political science
and sociology students are losing out to competitive applicants from humanities-oriented
ﬁelds that provide strong training in area studies and language.These trends are explained
by multiple factors. On the funding demand side, changes in graduate training within
political science and sociology are undermining students’ ability to conduct contextual
work, thus leading to lower quality applications. On the funding supply side, the structure
of selection committees may be privileging certain disciplines and approaches. We oﬀer
suggestions on how to begin reversing these worrisome trends in dissertation funding.
Doing so is crucial to ensuring the continued participation of political scientists and soci-
ologists in international comparative research.
Political science and sociology are large and rapidlyexpanding disciplines. The number of graduate stu-dents requiring funding for degrees in political sci-ence grew by 35% from 16,445 in 2001 to 22,243 in2005, whichwasmore than double the rate of growth
in any other discipline. By 2005, political science had the second
largest number of students seeking funds in social science after
psychology.1 The number of graduate students requiring funding
in sociology grew by 8% from 6,725 in 2001 to 7,234 in 2005, mak-
ing sociology graduate students the fourth largest group seeking
funds in social science.2
Among political scientists and sociologists, a signiﬁcant num-
ber have long conducted comparative and area studies research.
Therefore, it is surprising that in recent years, despite the rapid
growth in and size of their graduate programs, political science
and sociology students have received a small and declining share
of funding for dissertation ﬁeld research. Speciﬁcally, political sci-
ence and sociology students appear to be losing out to applicants
fromhumanities-orientedﬁelds such as anthropology, history, reli-
gion, and ethnomusicology.
Such trends are worrisome, because they undermine the inﬂu-
ence that political science and sociology will have on future com-
parative and area studies research. Moreover, these trends
challenge the original impetus of area studies as an interdisci-
plinary endeavor that spans and integrates multiple methodolog-
ical approaches and theoretical premises. What explains these
trends and how can we facilitate greater success in gaining fund-
ing among political science and sociology graduate students? This
article draws on data from three major funders—the Department
of Education’s Fulbright-Hays program, the Social Science
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Research Council (SSRC), and the National Science Foundation
(NSF)—to address these questions.
After detailing recent funding trends across disciplines, we
advance two explanations for the declining share of awards won
by students in political science and sociology. First, we suggest
that shifts in methodological training in these two disciplines
have failed to support both traditional, qualitative research designs
and the increasingly popular mixed-method approaches to ﬁeld-
work. As political science and sociology departments have placed
greater emphasis on training in quantitative methods, they have
deemphasized training in contextual work that would include
courses in language, history, culture, and area studies. This direc-
tional shift has made political science and sociology students
less competitive, because their applications often fail to provide
convincing evidence of their capacity and need to conduct
ﬁeldwork.
Second, we suggest that the structure of funding programs and
the nature of the selection process privilege area studies and lan-
guage training above methodological skills (quantitative and, in
some cases, qualitative), in which political scientists and sociolo-
gists are increasingly trained. In other words, although the train-
ing in departments of political science and sociology has changed,
the selection criteria for major dissertation awards have not.
As a result of these simultaneous forces, political science and
sociology studentswho attempt to obtain funding for ﬁeld research
are asked to do double duty. They must satisfy their departments
by investing heavily in quantitative (and sometimes qualitative)
methods training, and they must satisfy funders’ review commit-
tees by achieving a full mastery of area studies and language stud-
ies. Completing all of this training in two or three years of
coursework stretches most students too thin.
Still, despite the present bleak reality, history has shown that
students of political science and sociology have much to oﬀer to
the ﬁeld of comparative international research. In particular, polit-
ical scientists and sociologists have a competitive advantage in
methodological training that can be used to conduct qualitative
and mixed-methods research. Although mixed-methods
approaches have encountered some stumbling blocks in the fund-
ing process, they oﬀer tremendous promise for social scientiﬁc
inquiry if they can integrate the rigor of contemporary social sci-
ence methods with the depth of traditional area studies training.
We conclude this article by oﬀering three recommendations
to improve the quality of funding proposals, increase the share
of funding awarded to political science and sociology graduate
students, and ultimately reincorporate these students into inter-
national comparative research. First, departments and advisors
should be more mindful of the realities of the funding process,
and should provide students with the necessary area training to
compete more successfully for major awards. Such training
demands a deeper integration with area studies centers on cam-
pus, as well as curriculums that encourage political science and
sociology students to take more courses on culture, history, and
language. Second, graduate students should devote more thought
to the types of research proposals that are likely to receive
funding—namely, proposals that feature ﬁeld research as a cen-
tral element of the methodological approach and are substan-
tially grounded in knowledge of area-speciﬁc literature and data.
Finally, major funders should be more sensitive to how their
selection criteria and the structure of their selection committees
aﬀect the cross-disciplinary distribution of awards.
TRENDS IN FUNDING FOR DISSERTATION FIELD RESEARCH
Drawing fromdata ondisciplinary fundingpatterns for threemajor
dissertation awards—the Fulbright-Hays Doctoral Dissertation
Research Abroad (DDRA) Fellowship, the SSRC’s International
Dissertation Research Fellowship (IDRF), and the NSF’s Doc-
toral Dissertation Improvement Grant (DDIG)—we identify the
following trends: (1) graduate students in political science and
sociology have received a small and declining share of the major
awards in recent years, (2) political science and sociology stu-
dents have been gradually edged out of funding by students in
small humanities disciplines, and (3) the largest share of funding
for dissertation ﬁeld research has consistently been awarded to
students in anthropology and history.
Disciplinary Shares of Funding
Figures 1a through 1c display the distributions of the three dis-
sertation awards by discipline. Figures 1a and 1b show the per-
centage of Fulbright-Hays DDRA and SSRC IDRF fellowships
awarded to students from various disciplines in recent years.
Figure 1c displays the percentage of NSF DDIG funding awarded
to students in diﬀerent disciplines.3 Although the data we
present for SSRC IDRFs and Fulbright-Hays DDRAs (percent-
age of fellowships awarded) are not directly comparable to the
data for NSF DDIGs (percentage of total funding), we suspect
that the average monetary amount of SSRC IDRFs and Fulbright-
Hays DDRAs tends to vary less across disciplines than the amount
of NSF DDIGs. This diﬀerence may be due to the fact that a
single interdisciplinary committee awards all SSRC IDRFs and
Fulbright-Hays DDRAs, whereas NSF DDIGs are awarded by
NSF’s independent disciplinary programs, each of which employs
separate standards to allocate awards.4
The data presented in ﬁgures 1a through 1c present a stark
picture regarding the disciplinary imbalance of dissertation ﬁeld
research funding. As shown in ﬁgure 1a, students in political
Figure 1a
Distribution of Fulbright-Hays DDRA
Awards by Discipline, 2001–2006
Note: DDRA: Doctoral Dissertation Research Abroad
Source: U.S. Department of Education 2009.
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science and sociology combined won just 8% of the 932 Fulbright-
Hays DDRA fellowships awarded between 2001 and 2006, with
students in political science winning 5% of the awards and stu-
dents in sociology winning 3%. The annual number of Fulbright-
Hays DDRAs awarded during this period ranged from 129 to 163.
The annual number of awards given to political scientists during
this period ranged from seven to ten, and from one to six for
sociologists. Over the entire period, Fulbright-Hays funded 50
political science dissertations and 28 sociology dissertations. In
contrast, Fulbright-Hays awarded a solid majority (61%) of DDRAs
to students in anthropology (277 awards) and history (284
awards).
Figure 1b displays a similar pattern in the awarding of SSRC
IDRFs. Between 1997 and 2007, the SSRC awarded the majority
of IDRFs (53%) to students in anthropology and history, and just
20 percent to students in political science and sociology. During
this period, the SSRC awarded a total of 586 IDRFs, with 166
(28%) going to anthropologists, 146 (25%) to historians, 68 (12%)
to political scientists, and 45 (8%) to sociologists.
Figure 1c, on NSF DDIGs, presents further evidence of disci-
plinary imbalances in dissertation funding. From 1997 to 2007,
the NSF awarded a little over $23.7 million to graduate students
for their dissertation research. Nearly half of this funding was
awarded to students in archaeology (19%), cultural anthropology
(15%), and geography (15%). Students from sociology and politi-
cal science were awarded roughly the same percentage of NSF
dissertation funding (20%) as was awarded through SSRC IDRFs.
But the relative positions of the two disciplines were reversed,
with sociology winning 12% and political science 8% of funding.
Although sociology students won a higher percentage of NSF
DDIGs than SSRC IDRFs, the average award size was smaller
than for other disciplines. Figure 2 presents the average size of
NSF DDIGs by discipline from 1988 to 2007. During this period,
the average award size across all disciplines was $9,319, while the
average award size for sociology was $6,484. This diﬀerence in
award size reﬂects a decision by the sociology program to admin-
ister a large number of small awards. The NSF sociology program
places an upper limit of $7,500 on its DDIGs. After the sociology
program, the political science program awarded the second small-
est number of NSF DDIGs, with an average award size of $8,705.5
TheNSFpolitical science programplaces an upper limit of $12,000
on its DDIGs.
As a result of these upper limits, the DDIGs in these disci-
plines constitute an important source of dissertation funding, but
they are rarely enough to fund an entire year of international ﬁeld
research. The same is not true of standard SSRC IDRFs and
Fulbright-Hays DDRAs. The average size of an SSRC IDRF is
$18,500.6 Fulbright-Hays DDRAs are typically even more gener-
ous than the SSRC IDRFs; in 2007, the average size of a Fulbright-
Hays DDRA was $32,612.7
Trends in Disciplinary Shares
Trend data suggest that funding troubles for political science and
sociology have gotten progressively worse over the last decade.
We were able to obtain data on the share of funding that has
accrued to various disciplines over time for the SSRC IDRF and
the NSF DDIG.8 Figures 3a and 3b present trends in SSRC IDRF
applications and awards from 1997 to 2007. These ﬁgures demon-
strate that although the number of political science and sociology
applicants for SSRC IDRFs has remained steady since the 1990s,
the number of awards granted to these students has declined.
From a high of 15 awards granted in 1997, political science awards
sunk to a low of just two in 2003 and three in 2007. Similarly,
since 2000, no more than ﬁve SSRC IDRFs have been awarded to
sociologists in any given year, and in 2006, the SSRC awarded
just one IDRF to a sociologist.9
Relative to the SSRC IDRFs, data on the NSF DDIGs present
a slightly more optimistic outlook for political science and sociol-
ogy students in terms of how the interdisciplinary share of awards
is trending. Figure 4 displays the percentage of total NSF DDIG
Figure 1b
Distribution of SSRC IDRF Awards by
Discipline, 1997–2007
Note: SSRC: Social Science Research Council. IDRF: International Dissertation
Research Fellowship.
Source: Data provided to authors by SSRC.
Figure 1c
Distribution of NSF Funding by Discipline,
1997–2007
Note: NSF: National Science Foundation.
Source: National Science Foundation 2008. For full details regarding the procedures
used to compile these data, see footnote 1.
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funding awarded between 1988 and 2007 to major disciplines,
which we deﬁne as those winning $1 million or more in funding
during this period. During the 1990s, political science and sociol-
ogy increased their share of NSF DDIG funding. However, this
trend leveled oﬀ in the late 1990s, and during the current decade,
sociology’s share of funding has resumed its decline.
It is important to note that political science and sociology stu-
dents started from a low base of support and have been chroni-
cally underfunded (both numerically and ﬁnancially) relative to
students in other disciplines. As ﬁgure 4 illustrates, the share of
NSF DDIG funding allotted to several other major disciplines—
namely, archaeology and physical anthropology—has declined
since 1990. Nevertheless, these and other major disciplines con-
tinue to enjoy a larger share of NSF DDIG funding than do polit-
ical science and sociology. In 2007, theNSF awarded 20% ofDDIG
funding to cultural anthropology, 17% to archaeology, and 15% to
geography. In comparison, in
the same year, only 11% of
DDIG funding was awarded to
political science, and only 9% to
sociology.
Figure 5 displays trends in
the average number of NSF
DDIGs awarded tomajor disci-
plines from 1988 to 2007. Dur-
ing this period, political science
students received slightly less
than the average number of
awards. Sociology students
received more than the aver-
age number, but, as noted pre-
viously, sociology awards tend
to be smaller than the average
NSF DDIGs in other disci-
plines. In addition to their large
share of NSF DDIG funding
(see ﬁgure 4), the cultural
anthropology, archaeology, and geography programs consistently
awarded more than the average number of DDIGs during this
period.
New Sources of Disciplinary Competition
Figures 3a, 3b, 4, and 5highlight a recent trend in interdisciplinary
competitionfordissertationfunding—namely, the increasingnum-
berofapplications fromandsupport for smallerdisciplines, includ-
ingmusicology, religion, linguistics,geography,andenvironmental
science (disciplines representedbythe“other”category intheseﬁg-
ures). The data on SSRC IDRF and NSF DDIG awards show that
the rise in applications from and awards to these smaller disci-
plines correlates with the declining share of funding for political
science and sociology. At the same time, other disciplines do not
appeartohavesuﬀeredasaresultofthisnewcompetition.Forexam-
ple, history and anthropology havemaintained a consistent share
Figure 2
Average Size of NSF Grants, by Discipline, 1988–2007
Source: National Science Foundation 2008. For full details regarding the procedures used to compile these data, see footnote 1.
Figure 3a
Number of SSRC IDRF Applications in
Four Disciplines, 1997–2007
Note: SSRC: Social Science Research Council, IDRF: International Dissertation
Research Fellowship. Data provided to authors by SSRC.
Figure 3b
Percentage of SSRC IDRFsWon by Four
Disciplines, 1997–2007
Note: SSRC: Social Science Research Council, IDRF: International Dissertation
Research Fellowship. Data provided to authors by SSRC.
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Figure 4
Percentage of NSF Funding Awarded to Major Disciplines, 1988–2007
Note: NSF: National Science Foundation.
Source: National Science Foundation 2008. For details, see footnote 1.
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Figure 5
Number of NSF Grants Awarded to Major Disciplines, 1988–2007
Note: NSF: National Science Foundation.
Source: National Science Foundation 2008. For details, see footnote 1.
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of IDRFs, and economics and law have increased their shares of
NSFDDIG funding in recent years.
Disciplinary Success Rates
Themost usefulmeasure for the examination of disciplinary shares
of funding is the disciplinary success rate, deﬁned as the number
of awards granted by a discipline divided by the number of appli-
cations received by that discipline. Using data on success rates for
SSRC IDRFs and for comparative politics awards as a subset of
NSF DDIG awards,10 we found that sociology and political sci-
ence graduate students, and comparativists in particular, have a
much better chance of success in applying for NSF DDIGs rather
than SSRC IDRFs.
Figure 6 displays IDRF success rates between 1997 and
2007 for anthropology, history, sociology, political science,
and “other” disciplines in relation to the average success
rates for all disciplines. Although history and anthropology
have maintained success rates above the average for all disci-
plines in recent years, political science and sociology have fallen
below the average. During the 2000s, success rates for history
and sociology varied between 4% and 8%, and rates for political
science varied between 2% and 4%. Although sociology main-
tained a relatively high success rate until 2003, it declined there-
after, falling below 2% in 2006 and returning to the average of 4%
in 2007.
Table 1 presents success rates for NSF DDIG applications in
comparative politics. The average success rate for comparativist
applications for NSF DDIGs (29%) is much higher than the suc-
cess rate for all political science applications for SSRC IDRFs (5%).
Comparing ﬁgure 3 with table 1, we see that the number of com-
parativist applications for NSF DDIGs is between one third and
one half of the number of political science applications for IDRFs.
Yet, the annual number of NSF DDIGs awarded to students pro-
posing research in the ﬁeld of comparative politics (between 7
and 20) is much higher than the annual number of political sci-
ence SSRC IDRFs awarded during the same period.11
Figure 6
IDRF Success Rates across Disciplines, 1997–2007
Note: IDRF: International Dissertation Research Fellowship. Data provided to authors by the Social Sciences Research Council.
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EXPLAININGTHE TRENDS
What explains these unfavorable trends in dissertation ﬁeld
research funding for political science and sociology? Are not
enough qualiﬁed political scientists and sociologists applying for
these awards? Or are these trends evidence of a structural bias
against political science and sociology? In the following discus-
sion, we suggest that both these dynamics may be at work.
Training in Political Science and Sociology
One of the most important reasons for lower success rates in dis-
sertation funding among political science and sociology students
is thatmethodological shifts in both disciplines have complicated
eﬀorts to train the next generation of comparative and area schol-
ars. Increased training in quantitative (and sometimes qualita-
tive) researchmethodology has virtually replaced training in area
studies and language, which in turn has hurt the quality of fund-
ing applications from these disciplines.
Much has been written and said about the recent retreat from
qualitative and interpretive ﬁeldwork and the rising prevalence
of quantitative analysis in political science and sociology. On one
hand, our data conﬁrm that, relative to other disciplines, a smaller
percentage of political scientists and sociologists apply for disser-
tation ﬁeldwork funding. This ﬁnding may be attributable to the
disproportionate focus on quantitative research and the sub-
sequent smaller demand for qualitative research that requires ﬁeld-
work in both disciplines. On the other hand, ﬁgure 3a and table 2
show that a stable number of SSRC IDRF and NSF DDIG appli-
cations have come from political science and sociology students
since the late 1990s. The constant demand for ﬁeldwork funding
suggests that the growing focus on quantitative research cannot
fully explain the decline in awards to political scientists and
sociologists.
Despite the rising dominance of quantitative research in soci-
ology and political science, interest in international, qualitative,
contextualwork remains extant in both disciplines. Although soci-
ology has historically been weak in the area of internationally-
oriented research, contextual analyses and qualitative methods
still occupy an important space on the discipline’s research stage.
Even quantitative studies in sociology are increasingly incorpo-
rating national or regional contexts into their analyses. More-
over, in line with the ﬁeld’s increasing emphasis on economic and
cultural globalization, sociologists are displaying an increasing
interest in non-U.S. locations. Among political scientists, an inter-
national focus has long constituted the bedrock of respectedworks
in comparative politics and international relations. In recent years,
scholars of comparative politics have launched vigorous debates
over the place of qualitative methods in the subﬁeld. Evidence of
these debates can be found in the “perestroika”movement against
the increasing dominance of quantitativemethods in political sci-
ence, and in the proliferation of qualitative methods workshops
and training seminars.
The simultaneous trends of an increased focus on quantitative
analyses and a continuing interest in qualitative, contextual, inter-
national work has not only provided a window of opportunity for
the growth of traditional qualitative research, but has also given
rise to a new, popular hybrid—the mixed-methods approach to
ﬁeldwork in both disciplines. In the spirit of this new method-
ological pluralism, the next generation of scholars in political sci-
ence and sociology is being encouraged to combine their interest
in international research with the scientiﬁc rigor associated with
rational choice approaches and enhanced qualitative and quanti-
tative methods training.Why have these popular mixed-methods
approaches, alongwith the improved rigor of qualitative research,
not translated into greater success for political scientists and soci-
ologists in interdisciplinary competitions for ﬁeldwork funding?
One possibility is that applicants employing either qualitative
or mixed-methods approaches fail to pay adequate attention to
the contextual component of their research design, which requires
area studies and language training.12 Speciﬁcally, our discussions
with grant reviewers and administrators from all three funders
revealed that students of political science and sociology often fail
to provide enough evidence of their need and capacity to conduct
ﬁeldwork. For example, students often fail to detail and justify
the type of ﬁeldwork they intend to pursue, thereby indicating a
lack of training in conducting ﬁeldwork and understanding its
inherent constraints and challenges. Additionally, students tend
to submit proposals in which ﬁeldwork is secondary to the anal-
ysis of an existing dataset or the construction of a large-N dataset
that does not require ﬁeldwork. In other words, the concern is
that ﬁeldwork is used merely to add some local ﬂavor to a regres-
sion analysis, and such proposals are unlikely to succeed in com-
petition with proposals that incorporate ﬁeldwork as the core
element of the research strategy.
The failure to justify the need for ﬁeldwork and convince
reviewers of applicants’ capacity to conduct it may largely be due
to graduate training in political science and sociology. In recent
years, departments have added rigorous quantitative methods
requirements to their graduate programs. Our review of 20 high-
ranking graduate programs both in political science and in soci-
ology found that all 40programs currently have robust quantitative
methods requirements.13 Some programs have also begun adding
options for qualitativemethods courses.These requirements have
taken scarce student time and resources away from training in
language and area studies, as well as international ﬁeld visits.
At the same time, graduate programs in sociology and politi-
cal science have been reducing their requirements for area and
language training. Out of the 20 graduate programs in sociology
we investigated, we found that only two had a language require-
ment.14 Of the top 20 graduate programs in political science, only
Table 1
NSF Comparative Politics Doctoral
Dissertation Improvement Grant
Applications, Awards, and Success Rates,
2002–2007
YEAR APPLICANTS AWARDS
SUCCESS RATE
(%)
2002 35 13 37
2003 32 11 34
2004 29 8 28
2005 37 9 24
2006 45 7 16
2007 54 20 37
Total 232 68 29
Note: NSF: National Science Foundation.
Source: National Science Foundation 2008.
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three require all students to demonstrate proﬁ-
ciency in a foreign language.15 Four programs
require graduate students to learn a language if
it is essential for their research,16 or if a student’s
major ﬁeld is comparative politics.17 The major-
ity of programs in both disciplines allow stu-
dents to choose between amethods or a language
requirement, permit methods courses to be sub-
stituted for a language requirement, or have no
language requirement at all. In contrast, the top
20programs in anthropology andhistory all have
demanding language requirements.
This tradeoﬀ between quantitative (and
sometimes qualitative) methods courses versus
language and area training in political science
and sociology helps explain the paucity of appli-
cations for dissertation ﬁeld research funding
and their low success rates. Relative to other dis-
ciplines, few students in political science and
sociology apply for ﬁeldwork funding, because
area studies and language training are not
encouraged or supported by their departments.
The applications of the few students who do
apply often suﬀer from an inability to justify the need for ﬁeld-
work, detail the type of ﬁeldwork they intend to pursue, or defend
their capacity to conduct ﬁeldwork.
Increased training in area-speciﬁc history, culture, and lan-
guage is essential for reversing these deﬁciencies. It is no sur-
prise, therefore, that the programs in political science whose
students have the greatest success in fellowship competitions
are those programs that have the closest integration with area
studies programs. For example, the University of California, Berke-
ley, which has obtained 14 SSRC IDRFs since 1997 (more than
double the number of any other school), oﬀers a separate area
studies subﬁeld dedicated to providing political science graduate
students with area studies training. Similarly, Cornell University’s
government department (seven SSRC IDRFs) and Northwestern
University’s political science department (six SSRC IDRFs) have
strong links to area studies centers and encourage students to
take courses with area studies content.
The Review Process
The second reason for low success rates in dissertation funding
among political science and sociology students is that the struc-
ture of the review process can emphasize the weaknesses of polit-
ical science and sociology graduate students. To a large extent,
the success rates of political science and sociology graduate stu-
dents are inversely proportional to the emphasis that funders’
selection criteria place on the area studies and language training
that political science and sociology programs have begun to
deemphasize. The NSF, through which political science and soci-
ology graduate students have had the most success, demands lit-
tle in terms of formal area studies training for its applicants. The
SSRC, through which political scientists and sociologists have
had moderate success, places a heavier emphasis on the evalua-
tion of the applicant’s preparedness for ﬁeld research and requires
the applicant to submit a language evaluation if a foreign lan-
guage is required to carry out the research. Finally, the Fulbright-
Hays DDRA program, from which political science and sociology
graduate students win only a handful of awards each year, places
the largest weight on the applicant’s area studies and language
background. In fact, 65 out of 105 potential points on theFulbright-
Hays reviewer’s scoring sheet are awarded on the basis of area
studies and language training.18
In some cases, the formal emphasis on area studies and lan-
guage training is a function of program structure. For example,
the Mellon Foundation, which funds the SSRC IDRF, explicitly
asks SSRC to increase participation from humanities disciplines,
which privilege area studies and language training. In addition, a
formal emphasis on area studies and language training may be
ampliﬁed by the structure and composition of selection commit-
tees, particularly the interdisciplinary selection committees of the
SSRC IDRF and Fulbright-Hays DDRAs. These committees tend
to be dominated by disciplines that favor a traditional area stud-
ies approach over social scientiﬁc inquiry. In the case of SSRC,
balancing selection committees by discipline is not a primary con-
sideration; rather, selection committees are composed to reﬂect
regional, as well as disciplinary, expertise.
Table 2 details the composition of IDRF ﬁnal selection com-
mittees, which the SSRC makes public.19 In a given year, ﬁnal
SSRC IDRF committees consist of 14 to 16 faculty members from
various disciplines. In most years, political science and sociology
have been represented by just one or twomembers, and, together,
these disciplines have never formed a majority on the committee.
Moreover, representation by political scientists and sociologists
has declined over time. By contrast, historians and anthropolo-
gists routinely have three or more representatives each on the
committee. Six historians sat on a 14-person and a 16-person com-
mittee in 2000 and 2001, respectively.Together, historians, anthro-
pologists, and area studies faculty regularly constitute a majority
of members on the committee.
Tosomeextent, theoverrepresentationof theanthropologyand
history disciplines on ﬁnal SSRC IDRF selection committeesmay
bejustiﬁedbythehighernumberofapplicationsreceivedfromthese
disciplines.At thesametime, suchoverrepresentationmay leadthe
committees to privilege research methodologies and approaches
favored in anthropology and history, even when committee
Table 2
Composition of IDRF Selection Committee
TOTAL
MEMBERS
POLITICAL
SCIENCE SOCIOLOGY HISTORY ANTHROPOLOGY
AREA
STUDIES
1997 16 3 0 3 2 2
1998 14 4 0 4 1 1
1999 16 2 1 5 1 3
2000 14 1 1 6 0 2
2001 16 3 1 6 1 1
2002 13 2 2 3 2 0
2003 14 2 1 3 3 1
2004 15 2 3 3 3 0
2005 15 2 2 3 3 1
2006 15 1 2 3 3 1
2007 16 1 1 4 3 2
Note: IDRF: International Dissertation Research Fellowship. Data from Social Sciences Research Council
2008.
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members fromanthropology andhistory are evaluating proposals
fromotherdisciplines.This tendencymightexplain thehighersuc-
cess rateof small,humanities-orienteddisciplines,which trainstu-
dents to conduct research in ways that are similar to approaches
used in anthropology andhistory, and the simultaneous decline in
funding forpolitical scienceandsociology,whichemphasizemeth-
ods training over area studies and language training.
The structure of SSRC and Fulbright-Hays selection commit-
tees contrasts with that of the NSF DDIG, which separates
committees by discipline. A potential downside to discipline-
speciﬁc committees is that minority voices within each discipline
(e.g., ethnographers in political science) may receive poor repre-
sentation on the committees. In our discussions with funding
reviewers and administrators, reviewers of both NSF DDIGs and
SSRC IDRFs noted that they had experienced this problem.20 In
the case of SSRC IDRFs, although ﬁnal selection committees are
interdisciplinary, ﬁrst-tier committees are discipline-speciﬁc. SSRC
IDRF reviewers frompolitical science argued that ﬁrst-tier review-
ers from political science often provided low scores for their own
applicants, because the reviewers themselves did not understand
or privilege ethnographic ﬁeldwork.
At the same time, an important beneﬁt to the stand-alone
committee system is that it protects the diversity of discipline-
speciﬁc approaches to social scientiﬁc inquiry. By allowing for
greater variation in the selection criteria employed by various
disciplines, NSF’s stand-alone structure ensures that the best
applicants—as judged by the standards of each discipline—are
selected for NSF DDIG awards. Additionally, employing sepa-
rate programs and committees ensures that each discipline can
respond eﬀectively to the demand from its graduate students
for dissertation ﬁeld research funding. These beneﬁts are evi-
denced by the high success rates, noted in the previous section,
of political and sociology graduate students who apply for the
NSF DDIG.
HOWCAN POLITICAL SCIENCE AND SOCIOLOGY
STUDENTS INCREASETHEIR SHARE OF FUNDING?
The trends in dissertation funding outlined in this paper are trou-
bling, and it is important for social science and area studies to
address them. Robust funding for political science and sociology
graduate students is critical if these two disciplines are to build
on their legacy of important contributions to comparative and
international research. If the decline in funding for political sci-
ence and sociology continues, both area studies and social science
will lose out on the beneﬁts of interdisciplinary debate across theo-
retical premises, approaches, andmethodologies. It was these ben-
eﬁts, after all, that formed the original justiﬁcation for area studies
programs and interdisciplinary programs like the SSRC IDRF and
the Fulbright-Hays DDRA.
Reversing these trends will require action on all sides—by fac-
ulty and graduate students in political science and sociology, as
well as by funders. With regard to the demand for funding and
the quality of applications, faculty and students of political sci-
ence and sociology must rebalance their disciplines through bet-
ter area, history, and language training. Ideally, this would involve
better integration of these disciplines with area studies centers on
campus. In cases in which area studies centers do not exist, indi-
vidual departments must place greater emphasis on improved
training in contextual work. Before applying for dissertation ﬁeld
research funding, students must attain strong language training
and conduct preliminary ﬁeldwork in their country of interest.
Once in graduate school, students should apply for predisserta-
tion fellowships that can enable them to visit their country of
interest, make local contacts, and explore local contexts—all of
which should be detailed in their fellowship applications. To do
this andmanage the existing pressures of required graduate course-
work, students should use the summer before entering graduate
school to undertake more extensive area studies training. Stu-
dents interested in comparative researchmight also considerwork-
ing in their country of interest or completing a master’s degree in
history or area studies prior to starting a Ph.D. program in polit-
ical science or sociology. Graduate programs should consider
weighing, more heavily than they currently do, area studies train-
ing as an admissions qualiﬁcation for students wanting to write
dissertations that feature comparative and international research.
Such eﬀorts will enable political science and sociology students
towrite funding applications that display evidence of their aware-
ness of how to conduct ﬁeldwork and their capacity to do it.
Second, faculty and students of political science and sociology
must provide clearer justiﬁcations for the need for ﬁeldwork in
their applications. This is especially true for research proposals
using mixed-methods approaches, for which the simple recipe of
“add ﬁeldwork and stir” has proven unsuccessful. By placing ﬁeld
research at the core of their research designs, students employing
mixed-methods approaches can better use their comparative
advantage inmethodological training (both qualitative and quan-
titative) tomake important contributions to area studies. For exam-
ple, rather than proposing a handful of exploratory interviews or
short narratives to frame a quantitative analysis that is primarily
based on existing data, a student might propose original data col-
lection through a new survey that requires ﬁeld presence, partici-
pant observation, or in-depth interviews to extend or falsify
existing theory. In other words, the problem with the current
mixed-methods approach is not that it embraces a data-intensive
In the spirit of this newmethodological pluralism, the next generation of scholars in political
science and sociology is being encouraged to combine their interest in international research
with the scientiﬁc rigor associated with rational choice approaches and enhanced qualitative
and quantitative methods training.Why have these popular mixed-methods approaches,
along with the improved rigor of qualitative research, not translated into greater success for
political scientists and sociologists in interdisciplinary competitions for ﬁeldwork funding?
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approach to social scientiﬁc inquiry, but that it embraces a data-
intensive approach that is divorced from the ﬁeld and fails tomake
an original contribution to area-speciﬁc research.
With regard to the supply of funds, funders should examine
the impact and structure of their selection committees to avoid
disadvantaging particular approaches or disciplines. Fulbright-
Hays and the SSRC have displayed a strong and impressive com-
mitment to a diversity of disciplines and approaches, but this
commitment has been challenged by the tendency of interdisci-
plinary selection committees to privilege traditional area studies
approaches to social scientiﬁc inquiry. As well, greater transpar-
ency regarding funders’ success rates by discipline would help
members of the scientiﬁc community measure and hopefully
improve the relative success of their own disciplines.
These recommendations oﬀer a ﬁrst step toward reversing the
worrisome imbalances that currently mark dissertation funding
trends. Political scientists and sociologists must work harder to
meet funders’ high area studies standards. At the same time, fund-
ers must reestablish a balance in supporting research approaches
from both ends of the methodological spectrum. It is only with
such increased attention and eﬀort that political scientists and
sociologists can remain key contributors to the important study
of areas outside of the United States. 
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1. The number of graduate students requiring funding in psychology in 2005
was 38,957. Statistics cited on the number of students requiring funding in the
social sciences in this paragraph are taken from the NSF Survey of Graduate
Students and Post-Doctorates. Data are available online at http://webcaspar.
nsf.gov (National Science Foundation 2009).
2. Economics graduate students were the third largest group, with 11,537 requir-
ing funding in 2005.
3. Except for the DDIG success rates for comparative politics dissertations pre-
sented in Table 2, our data on NSF DDIG funding come from the NSF’s
searchable award database at http://www.nsf.gov/awardsearch/tab.do?
dispatch=2 (National Science Foundation 2008). To obtain our dataset, we
searched for the word “dissertation” in the “Search Award For” ﬁeld, set the
NSF Organization to SBE (Social, Behavioral, and Economic Sciences), and
entered the corresponding element codes for the disciplines listed as eligible
for the DDIG. These are Archaeology; Cultural Anthropology; Geography &
Regional Science; Linguistics; Physical Anthropology; Decision, Risk, & Man-
agement Science; Economics; Law & Social Science; Methodology, Measure-
ment, and Statistics; Political Science; Science, Technology, and Society;
Sociology.We subsequently removed any awards from the dataset that were
not DDIGs.
4. We provide a more in-depth discussion of the relationship between the struc-
ture of selection committees and the distribution of funding in the subsection
on the review process.
5. By contrast, economics had the largest average award size for NSF DDIGs
($10,991). Moreover, the economics program does not place any upper limit
on their award amounts. As a consequence, in 2000, the economics program
was able to grant $60,000 to a single dissertation. This was the largest NSF
DDIG ever awarded, and it was the only award given in economics that year.
6. This ﬁgure was cited on the SSRC’s advertisement poster for the IDRF
awards.
7. In 2007, Fulbright-Hays funded 131 fellowships, for a total of $4,272,125.
8. We requested but could not obtain similar data for the Fulbright-Hays
DDRAs.
9. In 2008, the SSRC increased the total number of IDRAs awarded to 76 and
gave a larger number of awards to political science (9 awards) and sociology
(6 awards) than in previous years. Although the number of awards to political
science and sociology increased in 2008, however, the percentages of SSRC
IDRFs awarded to political science (12%) and sociology (8%) were almost
identical to the overall share awarded to the two disciplines between 1997 and
2007 (see ﬁgure 1b).
10. We requested but were not able to obtain success rates for the Fulbright-Hays
DDRAs.
11. These ﬁgures raise questions as to why so few comparative graduate students
apply for the NSF DDIGs when their chances of success are so much better
than for the SSRC IDRFs. The relatively smaller award amounts, as well as
lack of knowledge on relative success rates may provide a partial explanation.
12. The observations in this paragraph are based on feedback from participants of
a roundtable discussion on dissertation funding in the social sciences, held at
the 104th APSA Annual Meeting in Boston, MA, in 2008, as well as on our
own experiences as reviewers and dissertation advisors. The APSA roundtable
panel comprised reviewers from SSRC and Fulbright-Hays, as well as admin-
istrators from NSF.
13. We looked at the top 20 programs in each discipline as identiﬁed by the U.S.
News andWorld Report rankings for 2008.
14. Princeton University requires all students to learn a second language. The
University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA) has a language requirement for
certain ﬁeld specialties.
15. Harvard University, NewYork University, and Ohio State University.
16. University of California, Berkeley and Princeton University.
17. University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill and the University of
Wisconsin–Madison.
18. The Fulbright-Hays DDRA score sheet assigns 10 points for preliminary
library-based research on the country of interest, 10 points for justiﬁcation of
research and establishment of contacts and aﬃliations in the country of inter-
est, 10 points for the dissertation committee’s role in preparing the student for
an area studies research project, 10 points for relevant area studies course-
work, 15 points for proﬁciency in the requisite language(s), 5 points for previ-
ous research training abroad, and 5 bonus points for a project that uses any
one of 78 less-commonly-taught languages. The selection criteria and scoring
method are available on the Fulbright-Hays DDRA application form.
19. We requested but could not obtain similar data for the Fulbright-Hays DDRA.
20. These discussions emerged from a roundtable discussion on dissertation
funding in the social sciences, held at the 104th APSA Annual meetings in
Boston, MA (2008). The APSA roundtable panel comprised of reviewers from
SSRC and Fulbright-Hays, as well as administrators from NSF.
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